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What is Social Marketing

Social Marketing is the process of combining  

marketing concepts with other approaches 

to influence behaviors that benefit 

individuals and communities for the greater 

social good.



Social Marketing Process

 Define your audience

 Identify obstacles

 State solutions/benefits

 Identify potential channels

 Determine the messages



 Determine evaluation process

 Test and refine

 Implement and monitor

 Collect data

 Evaluate and modify your work

Social Marketing Process



What is BCC

Behavior Change Communication is an 

“interactive process” with communities 

and individuals to develop messages and 

approaches using a variety of communication 

channels to develop positive behaviors, 

promote behavior changes, and maintain 

them. 



Change theories are an important part of 

social marketing and BCC efforts

An overview of commonly used theories of 

change show that theories are founded on 

three basic concepts.

Theories for Change



 Knowledge and behavior go hand-in-hand: 

what people know and think affects their 

actions

 Most behavior changes require new 

knowledge, but knowledge alone won’t be 

sufficient to cause change

 An individual’s social environment has an 

important influence on his/her behavior

Theories for Change



Stages of Change Model

Prochaska, J. O. & Di Clemente, C. C., (1982). Transtheoretical therapy: Toward a more integrative 

model of change. Psychotherapy: Theory, Research and Practice, 19(3), 276-288. Figure 2, p. 283.



Social Cognitive Theory

Bandura, A., (1986). Social Foundations of Thought and Action: A Social Cognitive Theory. Prentice-Hall. P. 24



Social Ecological Model

Source: Adapted from McKee, Manocourt and Carnegie (2000)



A simple approach to planning 

a social Marketing Intervention

Based on the BEHAVE framework 

created by AED under funding from USAID

Strategic Planning



Situation:

In Sri Lanka there is limited awareness of skill-

based training opportunities and the benefits of 

technical skills jobs among students, youth and 

their parents, as well as communities, while 

there is a perception that government jobs are 

a better career option. 

Technical skills jobs are generally perceived to 

offer less job security and of a lower social 

status than government jobs.

Program Overview



Purpose:

The overall objective of the ASSSET Social 

Marketing Program is to encourage adoption of 

behavioral changes that can increase 

employment in trades and technology as 

professional and dignified jobs that can lead to 

a sustainable career.

Program Overview



Purpose:

The Social Marketing campaign aims to 

stimulate students’ and youth’s desire to seek 

skill-based training that would allow them to 

get entry-level technical skill jobs, with 

emphasis in the areas of automotive, 

construction, information technology, tourism 

and hospitality.

Program Overview



Step One:

Audience Segmentation 

• Which audiences need to be addressed for 

these changes to occur? 

• Which audience segments are a priority 

and why?

Strategic Planning



Step Two

Desired Changes 

 What is the behavior the intended 

audience is expected to change?

 What can make these changes happen?

Strategic Planning



Step Three

Tactical Approach

 How are all communication objectives to be 

brought together into one approach or one 

activity platform to work toward change? 

 What will be the key strategy? 

 What will support it or link it to other 

strategies?

Strategic Planning



Determining Your Audiences

Primary: 

Those directly affected by the campaign

Secondary:

People who directly influence primary audience, either 

positively or negatively

Tertiary:

Those who indirectly influence primary audience by 

shaping social norms, influencing policy, or offering 

financial aid 

Strategic Planning



Primary: 
Male and female students (those finishing secondary 

school) and youth (those who are no longer students or 

did not finish high school) entering the workforce, 

making emphasis on the disabled and ex-combatants.

• 16 to 25 years of age

• Middle to low socioeconomic categories

• Most of them with an O/L education or slightly below

• Female youth are better educated than their male 

counterpart

• Parents are their primary source of advice for jobs

• Job security, dignity and status are very important to them 

Determining Audiences



Secondary: 

Parents of male and female students and 

youngsters entering the workforce

• At least one child between the ages of 15 and 25

• Middle to low socioeconomic categories

• Low educational level 

• Mostly in rural areas but also in Colombo

Determining Audiences



Determining Audiences
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Tertiary: 

• Teachers 

• Local opinion leaders (politicians,  

religious leaders, etc.)

Determining Audiences



Strategic Planning

Behaviors

Determinants

Barriers



What is a Behavior 

A behavior is the way we act, react and 
perform, in response to different 
motivations under different situations      
and conditions.

Our behavior depends on different factors 
(external and internal) that influence and 
modify the way we act.

Strategic Planning



Warning: Awareness IS NOT a Behavior!

Providing people with information and 

teaching them how they should behave is 

just the initial step to affect behavior 

change.

People take an action when it benefits

them. Barriers keep them from acting.

Strategic Planning



What is a Determinant 

A behavioral determinant is a reason why 

someone does or does not do something.

A specific motivator shown to motivate or 

“determine” a behavior for a given 

audience. 

Strategic Planning



What is a Barrier 

A barrier is a perceived obstacle or 

deterrent to taking action.

Reasons people have for ignoring, fearing, or 

resisting change vary from a social norm to 

infrastructure factors such as lack of 

adequate conditions to perform a behavior.

Strategic Planning



Behaviors, Determinants and Barriers:
Male students and youth entering the workforce

Strategic Planning

Current Behavior

Lack confidence in their skills to get technical skills jobs

Although income is a priority, they are willing to sacrifice 

income in exchange for job security

Many believe women should not work after getting married or 

having a baby (social norm). 

Believe job opportunities in all four sectors are suitable for men 



Behaviors, Determinants and Barriers:
Male students and youth entering the workforce

Strategic Planning

Determinants

Unaware that skills-based training does not require O/L for the 

most part

Perception of job security in the private sector is low

Technical skills jobs are perceived of a lower status 

Misconceptions about government jobs (better pay/pension) 

There are no jobs close to home **



Behaviors, Determinants and Barriers:
Male students and youth entering the workforce

Strategic Planning

Barriers

Lack of awareness about training opportunities for technical 

skills jobs.

Lack of awareness about availability, advantages, and earnings 

potential of technical skills jobs in the long run.



Behaviors, Determinants and Barriers:
Female students and youth entering the workforce

Strategic Planning

Current Behavior

Lack confidence in their skills to get technical skills jobs

Although income is a priority, they are willing to sacrifice 

income in exchange for job security

Believe girls should focus on government jobs, more suitable for 

them.

Believe job opportunities in the construction and automotive 

sectors are not suitable for women.



Behaviors, Determinants and Barriers:
Female students and youth entering the workforce

Strategic Planning

Determinants

Unaware that skills-based training does not require O/L for the 

most part

Perception of job security in the private sector is low

Technical skills jobs are perceived of a lower status 

Misconceptions about government jobs (better pay/pension) 

There are no jobs close to home **



Behaviors, Determinants and Barriers:
Parents of students and youth entering the workforce

Strategic Planning

Barriers

Lack of awareness about training opportunities technical skills

jobs.

Lack of awareness about availability, advantages, and earnings 

potential of technical skills jobs in the long run.

Less aware of opportunities in the private sector than their 

children



Strategic Planning

Recommendation

• A national-level communication campaign 

focusing on creating awareness of training 

opportunities, while improving perception of 

technical skills jobs in Sri Lanka.

• A local-level BCC tactical intervention aimed 

at modifying the behavior of students, youth 

and parents for them to consider technical 

skills jobs as a good career choice, offering 

training and an approach to incorporate them 

into the workforce



Strategic Planning

AWARENESS CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

Radio campaign

To be carried out in national radio stations transmitting in Tamil 

and Sinhala. 

Social media

To be carried primarily on Facebook, targeting Sri Lanka’s young 

audience in English, Tamil and Sinhala.

Newspaper campaign

To be carried out in national newspapers published in Tamil and 

Sinhala. 



Strategic Planning

BCC CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

Billboards

Will serve as reminders of the national campaign at key locations 

at the local level, providing a unified look to the campaign.

Interpersonal Communication

To be carried out by local partners after proper training on 

campaign key messages. Includes small group discussions, visits to 

schools, and one-on-one conversations with students and parents.

Educational Materials

Include posters, brochures, leaflets, etc. 



Strategic Planning

BCC CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 

Orientation Meetings

To be carried out by partners at the local level. Will reinforce the 

national campaign making emphasis on the positive aspects of 

private sector jobs.

Job Fairs

To be used by local partners to disseminate information and 

recruit potential candidates for skills-based training.

Street Theater

Implemented by local partners, it should concentrate on the key 

messages for students, youth and parents.



Strategic Planning
Audience Messages Motivators 

Male and Female 
Students and Youth

There are many 

technical skills careers 

in Sri Lanka.

Many vocational training 

programs don’t require 

O/L, offer scholarships, 

and help you get a 

technical skills job.

A technical skills career 

has the potential of 

paying better than the 

public sector over time, 

helping you and your 

family achieve your 

dreams of success.

A technical skills career 

not only pays better 

but gives you status 

and recognition as a 

successful person 

among your peers.



Strategic Planning
Audience Messages Motivators 

Parents of Male and 

Female Students and 

Youth

Teachers

Opinion Leaders

There are many 

technical skills careers 

in Sri Lanka.

Many vocational training 

programs don’t require 

O/L, offer scholarships, 

and help you get a 

technical skills job.

A technical skills career 

has the potential of 

paying better than the 

public sector over time, 

helping you and your 

family achieve your 

dreams of success.

A technical skills career 

not only pays better 

but gives you status 

and recognition as a 

successful person 

among your peers.



Thank you!


